
To Coach:

❏ REMINDER: Post the after-class announcement (on Outschool) along with the quiz link 
once your class has been concluded. The announcement is below, just copy and paste 
it (you may have to make small modifications to fit your class).

❏ Must stay with students for 90 minutes! If students pick up the project quickly please ask 
students to add more features into the project.

❏ Cameras must stay ON for teachers/students. If a student is having issues or does not want to 
cooperate, please let staff know.

❏ Today’s project is fairly short, so take your time throughout the lesson and thoroughly 
explain everything.
❏ If you still finish early, a great way to finish off class is by allowing all the students to 

demo their pet. Give them a chance to add their own unique feature(s) to the 
project. 

❏ Let them share their screen (if possible) and explain how their pet works and if they 
implemented any other features besides the ones that we showed them.



Make your own pet



Choose your pet

❖ What type of pet do you want?
❖ Cat
❖ Dog
❖ Alien?



Brainstorm

❖ What’s something you can train your pet to do
❖ Sit, stay, roll over
❖ Be creative

❖ Especially if you’re pet is unique then it can do more special moves



Jump right into machine learning

No rule-based logic for this project



Making a ML Model

❖ Creating a machine learning model with Scratch involves four steps: 
1. Create Labels
2. Training
3. Testing
4. Scratch

❖ “Label” in machine learning represents the category of the data

❖ “Terms” in machine learning represents the data associated with each label



Machine learning model

❖ Create a new project on 
aicode101.com

❖ Call it “Make a Pet” or 
anything you prefer, and 
set the type to “Sounds”



Recording background noise

❖ Start with recording the background noise
❖ Be sure to remain quiet when recording



Recording your commands

❖ Create and 
record at least 
two different 
commands



Completed labels
Upon completion, you should have 3 labels, each with at least 14 samples



Train your model



Test your training



Using your model in Scratch

Once the training is complete and you’re happy with the results, it’s time to apply your model



Draw your pet

Draw the initial design of your pet

Make sure it’s easy to animate!



Animate the command

❖ Draw multiple costumes to 
animate how your pet will react 
to commands

❖ Be sure to give costumes clear 
names and number each one



Program Logic



Flowchart

? How will it work, practically?



Adding the extension

Click the 
“Extensions” 

button at the 
bottom left You will see three ML extensions

Select “Scratch Sounds ML”

You should now 
have a new 

block type for this 
extension



Blocks you will need



Start of your code



What’s that in scratch?



Detecting if a command is said



What’s that in scratch

Switch to first costume of animation

Switch through 
costumes till it reaches 

the last one of the 
animation



Animation too fast?

Or… just add more 
frames to your 
animation



Adding more advanced logic

This is unique to your pet, be creative and make the best of the tools we’ve learned



Example

Trigger one command only if you did a previous 
command



Class Announcement
Hello Everyone,

Today's class went phenomenal! We learned how to implement AIcode101 with Scratch and how 
to start programming our AI and ML programs! It was super fun to see all of the different Pet 
characters that you all created. I hope you all enjoyed the class as much as I did.

Here is a quick recap of what we learned today:
- How to use sound recognition
- How to connect AICode101 with scratch
- How to save our Scratch projects

If you have any questions please feel free to reach out to me through here on Outschool! Have a 
great rest of your week. If there are any questions that you do not understand then please let me 
know at the start of next class so that I can do my best to explain it to you.




